Dynamic programming languages continue to increase in popularity. While just-in-time (JIT) compilation can improve the performance of dynamic programming languages, a significant performance gap remains with respect to aheadof-time compiled languages. Existing JIT compilers exploit type monomorphism through type specialization, and use runtime checks to ensure correctness. Unfortunately, these checks can introduce non-negligible overhead. In this paper, we present type freezing, a novel software solution for exploiting attribute type monomorphism. Type freezing łfreezesž type monomorphic attributes of user-defined types, and eliminates the necessity of runtime type checks when performing reads from these attributes. Instead, runtime type checks are done when writing these attributes to validate type monomorphism. We implement type freezing as an extension to PyPy, a state-of-the-art tracing JIT compiler for Python. Our evaluation shows type freezing can improve performance and reduce dynamic instruction count for those applications with a significant number of attribute accesses.
Introduction
Dynamic programming languages have become increasingly popular across the computing spectrum from the Internet of Things (e.g., MicroPython for microcontrollers), to mobile devices (e.g., JavaScript for web browsers), to servers (e.g., Ruby on Rails, Node.js). Among the top-ten most popular programming languages, four of them are dynamic [7] . Dynamic programming languages usually support lightweight syntax, managed memory, garbage collection, and dynamic typing. These features, along with rich and powerful builtin libraries, make dynamic programming languages highly expressive and productive [6, 16, 22, 25] . Type polymorphism, in which data with different types can be associated with a single identifier, is one of the key features of dynamic typing. Because of type polymorphism, many operations (e.g., add) need to use type dispatching to determine the concrete operations for specific operands (e.g., add for adding two strings vs. add for adding two integers). Type dispatching and other dynamic features mean dynamic languages are usually interpreted using a virtual machine. For example, each time an interpreter executes method foo in Figure 1(a) , it needs to determine the correct addition semantics for the types of x and y.
Type monomorphism, where an identifier is only associated with a single type of data throughout the duration of the application, is actually not as uncommon as one might expect in dynamic language programs. In fact, an analysis of popular Python-based frameworks and libraries revealed that at least 79% of the identifiers are type monomorphic [30] . Just-in-time (JIT) compilation is a popular way to address the performance gap between dynamic languages and aheadof-time (AoT) compiled languages. Most recent JIT compilers apply an optimization technique called type specialization, which eliminates type dispatching overhead by speculatively replacing generic operations with concrete ones in the JIT compiled code. However, there is no guarantee that any identifier in a dynamic language program will remain type monomorphic, so runtime checks (e.g., assert_type at lines 1, 4, and 5 in Figure 1(b) ) are needed to ensure correctness.
Attribute type monomorphism is where an attribute in all instances of a certain user-defined type holds only one type of data. For example, in Figure 1 , the x and y attributes of Point objects always store integer values. However, a traditional JIT compiler applying type specialization (Figure 1(b) ) still needs to insert an assert_type on each of these attributes (lines 4ś5) to ensure the Point type has not been modified elsewhere. Note that the check on the type of these attributes is in addition to the preceding check on the type of pt (line 1). In Section 4, we present type freezing, a new way to exploit attribute type monomorphism that complements type specialization. Type freezing freezes type monomorphic attributes of user-defined types, and eliminates the necessity of runtime type checks when performing reads from these attributes. Instead, runtime type checks are done when performing writes to validate type monomorphism. Previous work described a software/hardware hybrid scheme to mine attribute type monomorphism and remove redundant type checks [12] . We propose two pure software mechanisms, simple type freezing and nested type freezing in the context of a tracing JIT compiler, which achieve similar performance improvements as this prior work without the need for any form of specialized hardware. The JIT compiled code after applying type specialization and our technique is shown in Figure 1 (c). We implemented both proposed mechanisms as extensions to PyPy, a widely adopted implementation of Python [20] . Our evaluation on two real machines shows that: (1) for most applications that use user-defined objects heavily, our techniques improve performance by 5% on average and up to 16%, while reducing dynamic instruction count by 8% on average and up to 17%; (2) for applications that rarely use user-defined objects, or do not use them at all, our mechanisms incur minimal overhead.
The contributions of this work are: (1) we quantify type monomorphism in real-world Python workloads; (2) we propose two pure-software mechanisms, simple type freezing and nested type freezing, to exploit attribute type monomorphism in the context of a tracing JIT; and (3) we show the effectiveness of our techniques with microbenchmarks and full-size benchmarks on PyPy, measured on real machines.
Background on JIT Compilation
In this section, we briefly introduce just-in-time compilation, meta-tracing JIT compilers, RPython, quasi-immutables, and the map optimization prevalent in modern JIT compilers.
Just-in-Time Compilation JIT compilation has been increasingly adopted as dynamic languages gain in popularity. Under Rau's categorization of program representations [23] , the source code (e.g., C/C++, Fortran, and Python) is called high-level representation (HLR), and a JIT compiler translates a directly interpretable representation (DIR) (e.g., Java and Python bytecode) to a directly executable representation (DER) (e.g., RISC-V [24] and x86 machine instructions). A method-based JIT compiler (e.g., Google V8 [28], JavaScript-Core [18]) mainly targets frequently executed methods, and preserves the control flow graph in the DER. A tracing JIT compiler (e.g., HotpathVM [14] , TraceMonkey [13] ) mainly targets frequently executed loops, and compiles the DER from a linear trace through the DIR. While it is simpler to apply certain compiler optimizations when control flow is linear, runtime control flow checks must be added to ensure the execution is still taking exactly the same path. These checks, along with the runtime type checks we mentioned before, are usually called guards.
Meta-Tracing JIT and RPython
Applying JIT compilation significantly closes the gap between dynamic languages and AoT-compiled languages. However, it is well known that developing performant JIT compilers is very challenging. Meta-JIT compilers (e.g., Truffle framework [29] and RPython framework [2] ), which separate language definition from virtual machine and JIT compiler implementations, have been proposed to overcome this difficulty. The RPython framework allows language implementers to construct interpreters for the target languages in a high-level language (i.e., a restricted subset of Python). PyPy is a production-ready Python implementation developed using RPython.
With only a few additional hints, the RPython framework is able to automatically generate a JIT compiler for a target language. The RPython framework also provides additional hints that can dramatically improve the performance of the resulting JIT compilers [3] . For example, the hint promote marks variables as runtime constants, and allows the JIT compiler to remove subsequent reads to these variables.
Quasi-Immutable RPython also provides a way to optimize for attributes that rarely change. When defining a VMlevel class, one can annotate certain attributes to be quasiimmutable variables. Then hooks, which are very much like write-barriers in the context of garbage collectors, are automatically generated for these attributes' modifiers. During tracing, the values read from these attributes are considered to be constants. When a quasi-immutable variable is written to, all compiled traces that access this variable are invalidated. Map Optimization Many modern dynamic languages (e.g., Python and JavaScript) allow attribute manipulation outside of object constructors. These languages allow instances of the same class to have different sets of attributes. This can cause significant overhead (e.g., CPython maintains a space consuming attribute dictionary for each object). However, in practice many objects share the same set of attributes. Maps (i.e., hidden classes or Shapes in Google V8) are a wellknown technique to exploit this similarity, which were first introduced by the SELF project [8] . PyPy employs this technique [5] . A map is an immutable collection of attributes that defines the type of the object. A map is implemented as a linked list of attribute entries (see Figure 2 ). When an attribute is added to or deleted from an object, the object points to another map which reflects its current attribute set. If the map we want to point to does not already exist, a new one will be created. To read an attribute from an object, we use bytecode LOAD_ATTR, which pops the user-defined object off the stack, and then invokes the read method of its map. A simplified implementation of read is shown in Figure 3 . Inside read, we first look up where this attribute is stored using the name of this attribute and a linear search over the map. If there is no such attribute, a special routine handles the failure. Otherwise, we read from this object's storage space in a separate data structure using the index found in the map lookup.
Attribute Type Monomorphism
Type specialization is a widely adopted JIT compiler technique to exploit type monomorphism in dynamic programming languages by replacing general operations with typespecific ones. Since there is no guarantee that any identifier will remain type monomorphic, runtime checks are needed to verify future data still has the expected type. Previous research has shown that executing these runtime type checks consumes considerable time and energy [10, 11] . Attribute type monomorphism is a special kind of type monomorphism, where an attribute in all instances of a certain user-defined type holds only one type of data. A study on JavaScript applications has revealed the existence of attribute type monomorphism, and the potential benefit of exploiting it [12] . We conduct a similar study on applications from the PyPy Benchmark Suite [21] . We profile and characterize each application using a variety of statistics including the number of attribute reads (AR), the number of attribute writes (AW), number of reads that are to type monomorphic attributes (MAR), and the read-to-write ratio (AR/AW) (see Table 1 ). We have observed that in all applications except gcbench, hexiom2, and raytrace, there is significant attribute type monomorphism. Reading monomorphic attributes accounts for 74.8% of all reads. Moreover, a considerable amount of accesses (OMAR in Table 1 ) are to nested objects in certain applications (e.g., deltablue and mako). Though attribute type polymorphism (i.e., an attribute of a certain user-defined type holds more than one type of data) does exist in almost all applications, the amount of attributes that become polymorphic is small, except in the case of sympy. Excluding sympy, on average only 18 attributes hold more than one type of data. The existence and abundance of attribute type monomorphism, along with the rareness of attributes that later become polymorphic, motivate us to investigate mechanisms that automatically discover and speculatively remove runtime type checks on monomorphic attributes, while being able to fall back if a monomorphic attribute eventually becomes type polymorphic.
Type Freezing
Previous work has found that runtime checks due to dynamic language features constitute 25% of execution time in state-of-the-art virtual machines [10] . Given the performance and energy impacts of runtime checks, and the abundance of type monomorphic attributes, we propose to use a novel software technique, type freezing, for exploiting attribute type monomorphism. In this section, we first describe two mechanisms, simple type freezing and nested type freezing, in detail. We then demonstrate the benefits of applying type freezing with micro-benchmarks, and we discuss the overheads and correctness of type freezing. We extend the example in Figure 1 to a more complex one to better illustrate how our proposed mechanisms work. In Figure 4 , we Total (AR) = attribute reads, excluding read attempts to attributes that do not exist. CAR = constant attribute reads; MAR = monomorphic attribute reads in which data is primitive type; OMAR = monomorphic attribute reads in which data is another user-defined object; PAR = polymorphic attribute reads; AW = attribute writes; AR/WA = read to write ratio; MAP = total number of map entries, in which each holds metadata about a single attribute; PM = map entry that becomes type polymorphic; BC = total bytecode count; BC/AR = bytecodes per attribute read. Applications with a star (⋆) are used for evaluation. Note that ai, fannkuch, nbody-modified, fib have similar statistics since the only usage of user-defined objects in these applications involves very similar argument parsing code define two classes, Point and Line. Each instance of Point has two attributes x and y that hold integer values. Each instance of Line has two attributes pt1 and pt2, where each of them holds an instance of Point. Method create_lines constructs and returns a list of Line instances, while method total_length takes in a list of Line instances, computes, and returns the total lengths of all lines. The simplified JIT trace of the while loop in method total_length compiled by PyPy is shown in Figure 5 . In PyPy, each primitive type (e.g., integer and list) is implemented as a separate VM class (i.e., W_IntObject and W_ListObject respectively), while all user-defined types share a single VM class (i.e., W_ObjectObject). Thus, to perform type dispatching and implement type guards, the runtime checks if the VM object is an instance of a certain VM class. For example, guard_class at line 19 of Figure 5 checks if p12 is an integer object by verifying if it is an instance of the VM class W_IntObject.
Simple Type Freezing
Simple type freezing removes guards that check if the VM object is an instance of the expected VM class for typemonomorphic attribute reads. In order to automatically discover type-monomorphic attributes, we need a data structure
self .y = y 7 8 class Line ( object ): 9
def __init__ ( self , pt1 , pt2 ):
self . pt2 = pt2 12 13 def create_lines (n ):
for i in xrange (n ):
lines . append ( Line ( pt1 , pt2 )) 19
return lines 20 21 def total_length (n , lines ):
total_length += math . sqrt ( a_side + b_side ) 31
i += 1 32 return total_length to track the types of variables stored for each attribute. One way to implement this is to create a centralized table, where each entry of the table logs whether a specific attribute of a given user-defined type is type monomorphic. However, this table can grow without a bound as new objects and attributes are encountered, and accessing it can have poor data locality, leading to reduced cache performance. A previous study extending the V8 JavaScript JIT compiler for a similar typemonomorphic attribute read optimization concludes that a special hardware cache for this table is necessary since the benefit of exploiting attribute type monomorphism will be diminished using a software monomorphism table [12] . We find it is natural to store attribute type information directly in the maps instead. PyPy already automatically discovers and optimizes for constant attributes using auxiliary variables in a map (see CAR in Table 1 ). Each attribute entry in a map has a flag, ever_mutated. If an attribute is written exactly once, this flag is deemed true and the value stored in this attribute is considered a constant value. We propose to associate another field, known_type, with each attribute entry in a map (see Figure 7 ). This field can hold either concrete type information, or two special values, uninitialized and mutated. When an attribute entry is first created, its known_type is set to uninitialized. During the first store to this particular attribute, known_type is initialized to the type of the value to be stored. For subsequent stores, known_type is compared with the type of the value to be stored. Upon mismatch, known_type is set to another special value, mutated, which flags this attribute as type polymorphic. The method we use to conduct bookkeeping is shown in Figure 6 (c). When reading an attribute, in addition to finding the storage index by traversing the map and loading the value from the storage (Figure 3 ), we also read the known_type field of this attribute. If its known_type holds a concrete type, we convey both the fact that this attribute is type monomorphic and the concrete type information to the JIT compiler through a hint called record_exact_class.
PyPy's optimization passes remove duplicated type guards by applying traditional compiler techniques. For example, even though we read from object line twice in Figure 4 (lines 26 and 27), only one guard_class is inserted for both reads in Figure 5 (line 5). record_exact_class is one of the JIT hints provided by RPython framework. A preceding record_exact_class marks a certain reference as type frozen, and thus makes subsequent type guards appear to be duplicated. Then the same optimization pass will automatically remove all related type guards on this specific reference. By doing so, simple type freezing eliminates type guards for reads to type-monomorphic attributes. The updated read method is shown in Figure 6 (b). The same trace of the while loop after incorporating simple type freezing into PyPy is shown in Figure 6 (a). Guards at lines 11, 14, 19, 24, 27 , and 30 in Figure 5 are removed.
The optimized trace now assumes that these attributes are monomorphic. However, if a variable of a different type is written to these attributes elsewhere in the code, the trace needs to be invalidated since the monomorphism assumption is no longer correct. To do this, we declare known_type to be quasi-immutable. At JIT compilation time, type guards (e.g., guard_class in Figure 5 ) are speculatively removed. The JIT compiler speculates that the known_type fields of the monomorphic attributes will not be modified. Thus, if the attribute ever becomes polymorphic, writing into the corresponding known_type will automatically invalidate all traces that depend on this specific attribute being type monomorphic (i.e., traces that depend on this particular known_type staying immutable). By leveraging this existing mechanism in the RPython framework, we avoid the necessity of adding our own deoptimization mechanism for attributes that turn polymorphic.
Nested Type Freezing
While simple type freezing can eliminate unnecessary guards for primitive types, it is not sufficient for user-defined types. Unlike primitive types, all user-defined types are represented using the same W_ObjectObject VM class, and the JIT uses the guard_value on the user-defined objects' maps to conduct runtime type checks (e.g., lines 8, 17, and 22 in Figure 5 ). Among certain applications we study, a considerable number of type monomorphic attribute reads are to user-defined objects (i.e., OMAR in Table 1 ). We propose nested type freezing, which eliminates map reads (e.g., get at lines 16 and 21) and map guards when accessing a type monomorphic attribute that holds user-defined objects.
We associate another quasi-immutable field, known_map, for every attribute entry in maps (see Figure 7 ). Similar to known_type, it can store either a reference to a concrete map, or two special values, uninitialized and mutated. Note that if a certain monomorphic attribute does not store user-defined objects, the corresponding known_map is meaningless and will never be read. When an attribute entry is first created, its known_map is set to uninitialized. During the first store to this particular attribute, if the value to be stored is a user-defined object, its map is stored in known_map for the corresponding attribute entry in the outer object's new map. For subsequent stores, simple type freezing checks if the value to be stored is still a user-defined object. If so, we further read and compare the map of the object to be stored with known_map. Upon mismatch, the special value mutated will be stored into known_map. An example implementation of the new write semantics is shown in Figure 8 (c). If an attribute is observed to have multiple user-defined types stored to it, instead of marking this attribute type polymorphic, we mark it as map-level type polymorphic. Map-level type polymorphic attributes exclusively store user-defined objects (i.e., different VM instances of the W_ObjectObject VM class), but may store different types of user-defined objects (e.g., a certain attribute can store both instances of Point and instances of Line). Distinguishing map-level type polymorphism from general type polymorphism allows us to preserve the benefit of simple type freezing for these cases (i.e., guard_class can still be removed).
To implement nested type freezing, we extended the vanilla RPython framework with a new hint, record_exact_value. All other parts of our proposed techniques are implemented at the language implementation level. During tracing and compiling, record_exact_value makes a particular value (e.g., pointer to the map of a certain object) appear to be a known constant. Then during JIT optimization, subsequent reads (e.g., get on this map) and guards (e.g., guard_value on this map) are removed by constant folding [3] . The trace of the while loop shown in Figure 4 after being JIT compiled by PyPy with nested type freezing is shown in Figure 8(a) , while the read method implementation that supports both simple and nested type freezing is shown in Figure 8 (b).
As described so far, the nested type freezing optimization is not safe. It is not sufficient to detect a map-level typepolymorphic attribute by solely observing what values are stored into this specific attribute. This is because the referenced inner user-defined object is itself mutable, and its map can be changed at a later point through a separate reference. For example, consider the code shown in Figure 9 . Assume that initially, both attributes of Line are deemed type monomorphic and store Point instances that have attributes x and y. We then alter the structure of a Point instance being stored in line by removing attribute x through an external reference (i.e., pt). By definition, attribute pt1 of Line becomes map-level type polymorphic. We can no longer safely assume that all instances stored in attribute pt1 have an x attribute. However, this mutation cannot be noticed by solely observing writes to line.pt1. To address this issue, we propose the concept of terminal maps. A map is said to be terminal if none of the references that point to this map have added or removed any attributes. We add one additional quasi-immutable boolean field, is_terminal, in each attribute entry to track this property (see light green fields in Figure 9 ). If any reference modifies the type by adding or removing an attribute, it sets the is_terminal field to false. For example, when attribute x is removed from pt in Figure 9 , the map pt originally points to (the one linked to pt with a dash line in Figure 9 ) has its is_terminal field set to be false. As we have seen in Section 2, maps are linked lists composed by attribute entries. The is_terminal field in the head entry of a certain linked list indicates that this particular map is considered terminal or not. When reading a type-monomorphic attribute that holds a user-defined object, nested type freezing checks if the corresponding known_map stores a reference to a concrete map. If so, it further tests if this map is terminal. Only after verifying the map is still considered terminal, nested type freezing eliminates subsequent reads and guards on the map of the object to be read. The deoptimization mechanism for nested type freezing is the same as simple type freezing. At JIT compilation time, map reads and guards (e.g., get and guard_value for reading from pt1 and pt2 in Figure 5 ) are removed by speculating that the corresponding known_map and is_terminal are immutable. Upon misspeculation, an attribute becomes map-level type polymorphic, and writing into its known_map and/or is_terminal triggers invalidation of all related traces.
Type Freezing Benefits
We use the code in Figure 4 with different read-to-write ratios as micro-benchmarks (using 200K Point and 100K Line instances) to show the benefit of applying simple and nested type freezing. The results are shown in Figure 10 . As the readto-write ratio increases, the benefit of type freezing increases. While simple and nested type freezing provide significant dynamic instruction count benefits (1.40× better instruction count at 100 read-to-write ratio), this does not translate to the same level of overall performance improvement (1.06×). This difference is mostly due to microarchitectural cache effects in modern processors. Without type freezing, when an attribute is read, its type has to be loaded and checked. This will cause the type and the neighboring addresses on the cache line to be brought into the L1 cache. When the attribute value is read from the storage, this data would likely already be in the cache since it is located near the type information in address space, amortizing some of the attribute load cost. With type freezing, we skip loading the attribute's type, so we do not benefit from the spatial locality effect. In the case where there are more writes than reads, type freezing does not incur any significant overhead. Also, we observe that the dynamic instruction count is slightly reduced when the read-to-write ratio is 1. The reason is that, in certain cases, type checks in the write path can be optimized away. For example, even though theoretically we need to read and verify the types of pt1 and pt2 before storing them into a new Line instance in method create_lines of Figure 4 , no get or guard_value will be generated. This is because we create both pt1 and pt2 in the same trace, and thus their type information is already known. This effect is quite common in practice. In another scenario, the value to be stored is read from a type-monomorphic attribute, and this can also eliminate the necessity of performing type checks in the write path.
Type Freezing Overheads
In the optimized read path, we conduct either one (i.e., applying simple type freezing only) or three (i.e., applying both simple and nested type freezing) field reads and comparisons. We also need to execute either one or two JIT hints (i.e., record_exact_class for simple type freezing, and record_exact_value for nested type freezing). These additional operations indeed hurt the interpreter performance. However, in practice the interpreter executes for a fraction of the overall execution time for many benchmarks [17] . Thus, the overhead induced by the extra logic we added could be considered as not significant 1 . Once the code is JIT compiled, reading from known_type, known_map, or is_terminal yields zero instructions, since all three are treated as runtime constants by the compiler. Additionally, record_exact_class and record_exact_value will also be eliminated from the JIT-compiled trace. Once an attribute becomes type polymorphic, subsequent reads will take a path that is the same as the one in the baseline implementation, and thus incur no performance overhead.
Unlike the read path overheads, the extra computation (e.g., type checks) in the write path is a true overhead for both interpreted code and JIT-compiled code. However, this overhead can be amortized over a number of reads in most cases, and will not diminish the benefit of type freezing. As shown in Table 1 , most of the applications we studied have substantially more reads than writes. As in the read path, once a particular attribute becomes type polymorphic, subsequent writes will take the original write path which does not induce any additional overhead. Also, as we mentioned in Section 4.3, not every write to a type monomorphic attribute yields runtime type checks. This phenomenon further reduces the type checking overhead induced by type freezing.
We store two additional references (i.e., known_type and known_map) and a boolean field (i.e., is_terminal), in each attribute entry in the maps. A previous study on JavaScript applications has pointed out that the average number of maps ever created in an application is usually small [12] . Table 1 confirms this for our own applications. Most applications create less than 300 attribute entries, and thus associating three additional fields in each attribute entry will not induce a significant storage overhead.
Once a type-monomorphic attribute becomes type polymorphic, all related traces need to be invalidated. If the same code segment continues to be executed frequently, it needs to be recompiled, and this time the attribute is treated as type polymorphic. This may lead to more trace compilation in a JIT compiler with type freezing than in the baseline. To prevent frequent recompilation, we add a heuristic to disable type freezing after seeing a certain number of failures.
Type Freezing Correctness
Here we informally discuss the correctness of type freezing. Runtime type guards are necessary in the context of tracing JIT compilers because certain operations after a type guard are speculatively specialized for a specific type of data (e.g., integer add vs. float add). For a specific guard on the type of the value being read from an attribute, it can be removed safely as long as the value's type is the same (i.e., monomorphic) for all the instances that have their attribute read at the point of the guard. Type freezing assumes a stronger requirement, in which all instances with this attribute must only store values of a single type (i.e., attribute type monomorphism), and only eliminates type guards for attributes if this stronger requirement is met. Thus, type freezing does not affect the correctness of program execution. If at a later point the invariant is invalidated because a different type is stored into the attribute we invalidate all the traces that had a guard removed using PyPy's existing deoptimization mechanism. This ensures that no trace that was optimized under the now wrong assumption will be executed any more.
Evaluation
We created three variants of PyPy: PyPy-none is the same as upstream PyPy; PyPy-simple-freezing is upstream PyPy extended with simple type freezing; PyPy-nested-freezing is upstream PyPy with both simple and nested type freezing. Moreover, PyPy-nested-freezing is translated on our modified RPython framework, where we incorporated our new RPython hint, record_exact_class. Type freezing is a pure software technique that is easy to implement. In total, we added less than 200 lines of code to the PyPy and RPython framework code base to realize PyPy-nested-freezing.
We focus our evaluation on applications that frequently utilize user-defined objects, but we also include applications that infrequently, or rarely use user-defined objects. We use bytecodes per attribute read (see BC/AR in Table 1 ) as an approximate measure of how often applications utilize userdefined objects. We include all applications that execute less than 10 bytecodes per attribute read, and we select a representation set from the remaining applications. We also include gcbench to quantify the overhead of type freezing when there is almost no attribute type monomorphism, and sympy for the case which there are many polymorphic attributes. Applications selected are indicated with a star (⋆) in Table 1 . We performed our evaluation on two different server platforms with different microarchitectures (see Table 2 ). We measure end-to-end performance by taking statistics over 60 runs.
Results
Normalized performance and dynamic instructions of each application are shown in Figure 11 . Note that the y-axis starts from 0.7. As a pure-software technique, simple type freezing achieves a speedup of 13% and 6% on richards and deltablue respectively on platform A, while improving the performance of telco, raytrace and pickle by around 4%. In the case of applications that access nested user-defined objects (richards and deltablue) nested type freezing further boosts the performance by up to 14%. Simple and nested type freezing combined reduces dynamic instructions of deltablue and richards by more than 10%. As we have seen in Section 4.3, type freezing improves dynamic instruction count more significantly than the overall performance. This can correspond to even higher performance gains on mobile and IoT platforms with simple in-order cores, and can potentially also lower energy consumption on all systems. The results on platform B are similar, though a few applications show different behaviors on different platforms. Less performance improvement is achieved for pickle and raytrace, while eparse performs better on platform B. Type freezing generally does not incur significant overheads for the benchmarks that do not benefit from its optimizations. For applications that rarely use user-defined objects (chameleon, meteor-contest, and fib), and applications that have almost no attribute monomorphism (gcbench), type freezing does not hurt the performance. Though being classified as frequently using user-defined objects, float and html5lib see no performance benefit from type freezing. Further inspection revealed that in both applications, attribute access only contributes to a small percentage of the total dynamic instructions executed. A previous study by Ilbeyi et al. shows that float spends most of its time performing garbage collection, while html5lib spends most of its time executing AoT compiled functions, instead of JIT compiled code [17] . Type freezing targets JIT compiled regions, and thus cannot help these two applications. For scimark, a large number of attribute reads are loop invariant, which can be optimized away by baseline PyPy. Thus in this case, type freezing only slightly improves performance. Overall, there are cases where our technique leads to slightly worse performance and more dynamic instructions compared to baseline, but the amount of overhead incurred by type freezing is not significant for all but one benchmark (i.e., sympy).
While it would be interesting to understand the behavior of each individual application, there is still no automatic way to compare the hundreds of traces compiled for each of them. It is possible that type freezing interferes with other heuristics and mechanisms in PyPy. We suspect this interference may lead to the case of chaos, in which type freezing does significantly reduce the number of dynamic instructions, but without any performance improvement.
Application-Level Optimizations
The results presented in the previous section require absolutely no changes to the application. In this section, we study sympy and raytrace and demonstrate how small modifications to the application (i.e., simply changing how attributes are initialized) can significantly improve performance.
sympy is the only application that performs consistently worse when type freezing is enabled. After a detailed analysis, we found that a simple modification can eliminate almost all of this overhead. sympy is a library for symbolic mathematics and it has a core class, Rational, which is used to store rational numbers. By definition, a rational number is a number that can be expressed as a fraction p q , where p and q are integers. Attributes p and q are usually small integers than can fit into machine registers. However, there are a few occurrence where they overflow to long integers. When it happens, these two attributes become type polymorphic. As a core component of sympy, Rational instances are accessed in a significant number of traces which are all invalided by type freezing's deoptimization mechanism. Invaliding and recompiling these traces significantly hurts performance. We made a minimal change to sympy's code base by initializing p and q to None before assigning their actual values. Doing so makes these two attributes type polymorphic and our implementation will not even attempt to apply type freezing. The result is shown as sympy-opt in Figure 12 .
raytrace is an another example where a small modification can enable an application to perform much better with type freezing. Holkner et al. found that many cases of attribute type mutation are due to straight forward type casting (e.g., switching between integers and floats) [16] . After closely inspecting our applications, we found that the same phenomenon caused a relatively high polymorphic attribute read rate in raytrace. While attributes in user-defined objects of raytrace usually hold float values, they are initialized to integer zeroes. We made minor changes to raytrace so that attributes are initiated to float zeroes. The resulting application is raytrace-opt. This simple modification decreases the number of polymorphic attribute reads from nearly 90% to 0% (see Table 1 ). From Figure 12 we can observe that comparing to vanilla raytrace, raytrace-opt achieves better performance and further reduces dynamic instructions.
Related Work
Dot et al. propose a software/hardware hybrid mechanism, which requires modifying the processor, to exploit attribute type monomorphism in the context of JavaScript [12] . They use a standalone data structure, Class List, to profile maps and discover type monomorphic attributes. When a method accessing such attributes is JIT compiled, related guards are speculatively removed, just like in type freezing. Upon miss-speculation (i.e., a monomorphic attribute becomes polymorphic), they rely on hardware exceptions to invalidate speculatively compiled code. A special hardware cache is introduced to speedup accesses to frequently used Class List entries. Type freezing is a pure software technique, and achieves similar performance improvement. Doh et al. 's work also exploits the case where another user-defined object is stored in a type-monomorphic attribute, but the concept of terminal representation is not mentioned in their work. As we have shown in Section 4.2, solely observing the type of user-defined object to be stored is insufficient to capture all attribute type polymorphism.
Holkner et al. profile production-stage open-source Python programs, and find that even though dynamic features exist throughout the entire life cycle of programs, they mostly happen during startup. They also find attribute type mutation is largely due to straightforward type casting [16] . Xia et al. conduct static analysis on a large Python code base and reveal that 79.7% of the identifiers are type monomorphic [30] .
PyPy's storage strategy optimization is a way to exploit type monomorphism in collection data structures. It enables more efficient memory usage and removes type guards in JIT-compiled code when members of certain data structures (e.g., Python lists and dictionaries) are type monomorphic [4] . Dot et al. revealed that guards related to dynamic features contribute significantly to the total execution time when running on the start-of-the-art Google V8 JIT compiler [10] . Checked Load uses hardware to perform dynamic type checking [1] . ShortCut targets V8's unoptimized baseline compiler and uses special hardware to eliminate type dispatching [9] . Other software/hardware hybrid or hardware only schemes have been proposed in the literature as well [11, 19, 26, 27] . Type freezing is a pure software mechanism and does not require any hardware modification. Hackett and Guo [15] propose to combine unsound static type inference with dynamic checks to speculatively emit more specialized code. Type freezing does not perform any static analysis.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose type freezing, a novel pure software scheme for exploiting attribute type monomorphism in dynamic programming languages. Our evaluation on two real machines with applications from the PyPy benchmark suite shows that for applications that can benefit from it, type freezing improves performance by 5% on average and up to 16% and reduces dynamic instruction count by 8% on average and up to 17%. We suspect type freezing can have a impact in other JIT compilers, and we hope our work inspires others to explore the potential for this technique in other tracing JIT compilers or even method JIT compilers.
A Artifact Appendix
A.1 Abstract This guide describes how to setup PyPy with Type Freezing and run both the micro-benchmark and PyPy benchmark experiments we did in this paper. This guide provides instructions to:
• build PyPy from source • import prebuilt Docker image • run the micro-benchmark experiments in Figure 10 • run PyPy benchmark experiments in Figure 11 & 12 We have built and tested PyPy and our experiments on a x86_64 machine with Intel processor. Building PyPy requires approximately 1GB of disk and 6GB of memory. We provide a script to setup dependencies and build PyPy from source as well as a prebuilt Docker image. We also provide scripts to run both experiments, which automatically generate figures similar to Figure 10 and Figure 11 & 12. We have shown in this paper that behavior and performance of each application is non-trivially affected by the machine it runs on, and thus the generated plots may not exactly match these two figures.
A.2 Artifact Checklist
• Program: Our customized PyPy, along with both microbenchmarks in Figure 10 and PyPy benchmarks in Figure 11 & 12, are included in both the source code tarball and the Docker image.
• Compilation: We have included a script for building PyPy, which is our main software artifact, from source. A prebuilt PyPy is included in the Docker image. Building PyPy from source takes around 1 hour, depending on the machine it runs on. Importing Docker image only takes a few minutes.
• Data Set: All necessary data sets are included.
• Environment: We have tested our customized PyPy and evaluation scripts on Ubuntu 18.04. Our experiments rely on perf to collect data from CPU performance counters. perf is available through mainstream packages. Root privilege is required to modify perf configuration file, run Docker, and install necessary dependencies for building PyPy from source.
• Hardware: We have tested our customized PyPy on x86_64 machines with Intel processors. It is recommended to run our experiments on Intel processors with Westmere or later microarchitectures.
• Execution: We provide scripts to run both experiments as described in this paper. A more detailed description of how to use them is included in README. We also provides a script to run functional unit tests, which is recommended before running either experiments. Running on an idle machine as the sole user is preferred. Running the unit tests and both experiments takes around 4 hours, but it can vary between machines.
• Output: Running the scripts as instructed in README yields two plots, which should be similar to Figure 10 ś Prebuilt artifact is located at /artifact_top/, this is equivalent to build in option 1.
This information is also available in README. Before start the experiment workflow, please refer to README for instructions on preparing perf.
A.5 Experiment Workflow
Our workflow has three parts • functional tests • micro-benchmarks • PyPy benchmarks A detailed description of how to run each of them is also included in README. Note that if Docker image is being used, there is no need to perform the following command since $PYXCEL_TOP is already set.
$ source setup -env . sh Note that if Docker image is being used, /artifact_top/ is the build directory.
If the following error occurred, please refer to README about how to install perf. Final output is cycles.pdf.
A.6 Evaluation and Expected Results
• functional tests -All tests should pass • micro-benchmarks -Compare generated mbmark.pdf with Figure 10 • PyPy benchmarks -Compare generated cycles.pdf with Figure 11 & 12 
